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Introduction

The BDP-09FD ($2,200) is Pioneer’s
flagship Blu-ray Disc® player. It is the
newest member of their prestigious
Elite® line of consumer electronic prod-
ucts. While the BDP-05FD was a
BonusView™ Blu-ray Disc player, the
BDP-09FD fully supports full BD-Live™.

Pioneer has put a lot of engineering
effort into making the BDP-09FD a reference
Blu-ray Disc player. The layout of the player
can best be described as symmetrical. Sure,
it’s built like a tank, but it’s an elegant 31-
pound tank. Like all Elite products, the front
panel is finished in glossy black. The power
button is on the lower left, and the play button
on the lower right. These two buttons are over-
sized and recessed. There are seven smaller but-
tons located across the top of the player, which includes the
basic transport controls.

Like the front panel, the back panel feels well thought out. The
analog audio outputs are spread out across the top, allowing
room for oversized audiophile cables. There are three additional
details worth pointing out on the back panel. There are two HDMI
outputs, BNC component video outputs, and an RS232 port.

Overview

The BDP-09FD is BD-Live or profile 2.0 compliant, which allows
it to download extra interactive content via the Internet. BonusView
or profile 1.1 players simply add the ability to watch Picture-in-
Picture content. It’s hard to mention the various profiles without also
mentioning the now defunct HD DVD format. With profile 2.0, Blu-
ray™ now offers the same capability as HD DVD. Up until now most
2.0 players have relied on external memory for the downloaded con-
tent. The BDP-09FD includes a whopping 4 GBs of internal memory!

The BDP-09FD is not a universal player, which means it does
not offer DVD-Audio or SA-CD support. It does play all flavors of
CD, DVD, Blu-ray, and AVCHD. It even supports the DivX® video
CODEC. It can decode all of the advanced audio codecs as
well, which include Dolby® TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio™.
In addition, it supports Windows Media™ Audio 9 and MP3.

Internally the player has isolated the audio and video com-
ponents. Each section is not only in its own compartment, it is
also running on its own power supply. The video is powered by
the Marvell Qdeo 2710 video processor, which performs all
deinterlacing and scaling. If you are using the BNC component
outputs, there is a 297 MHz video encoder, which converts the
digital video to analog. This means plenty of oversampling
goodness. Pioneer has dotted their i’s and crossed their t’s.

The same attention to detail applies to the audio side as well.

The BDP-09FD has eight
channels of analog outputs on
the back. Each output gets its
own Wolfson Audio DAC. You
read that correctly, there are

eight audio DACs in the player!
The BDP-09FD has a feature called

the Home Media Gallery, which allows you to play back content such
as movies, photos, and music from a disc. I did not spend any time
with this feature.

Installation

When you first install the player, you are taken through Pioneer’s
setup navigator. Given the complexity of Blu-ray players, it’s refreshing
to see manufacturers helping the users with the initial setup. When you
try and make changes to the player during normal use, such as chang-
ing the resolution, the BDP-09FD provides you with a warning and
some instructions on how to recover if the change does not work.

There are lot of video options and multiple ways to set them. The
front panel has a resolution button. The remote offers resolution,
video select, tools, and video-adjust buttons.

To get the most from the player, and assuming you are using the
HDMI output, you want to start with the home menu button. The initial
menu allows you to configure the HDMI for high-speed transmission.
If your system will allow it, set this to “on.” This ensures you are get-
ting the highest video bit depth possible and that the auto resolution
mode will give you the best results for every source. If this is set to
“off,” then you will need to manually change the resolution when you
change sources. I will cover this more later. I recommend you start
with auto, assuming you are able to use the high-speed mode.

In addition to the high-speed option is the output color space. I
believe Pioneer has done the right thing by offering all possible
options, including an auto mode. You can force 4:2:2, 4:4:4, RGB
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with video levels, and RGB with PC levels. I recommend you start
with 4:4:4. If that does not work, try RGB with video levels. It’s
beyond the scope of this review to explain how to determine the best
color space to use, as there are multiple variables, so I am providing
the safest bets for the best quality.

If you are using the analog audio outputs, the BDP-09FD offers a
lot of flexibility. The loudspeaker setup allows you to choose large
and small loudspeakers for every channel but the subwoofer. The
loudspeaker-distance setting has a range from 1 inch to 45 feet in 1-
inch increments. There is also fine control for setting the levels of
each loudspeaker. You can also set the crossover of the subwoofer.
You can even adjust for lip sync from 0 to 250ms in increments of
5ms. My evaluation focused solely on the HDMI connection. I am
using a Meridian Digital Theater, so analog is not an option.

Since this is a profile 2.0 player, networking setup is included. It
was a breeze in my installation. I simply plugged the network cable
in and used the test network connection option in the menu. It only
took a moment and the player reported back success. BD-Live can
increase the load times of a Blu-ray Disc. Two of the discs I tried also
required an update, so you have to wait for the disc update to down-
load before you can continue. One feature I have seen in a couple of
players is the ability to disable BD-Live. This is something I hope
Pioneer will consider adding with a future update.

When the player first arrived, it had firmware 2.34 installed. I used
the Internet update option but was informed this was the latest.
Before submitting the review, I received a firmware update, 2.42. I
burned the ISO image to a DVD-R and inserted it into the player. The
player provided no on-screen details, but the front panel display
started displaying upgrade messages. When the player finished, the
disc ejected and the player turned off. When I powered it back on, I
was running 2.42. It was pretty simple. I assume the Internet upgrade
will be similar. The 2.42 firmware update enabled DTS-HD Master
Audio, BD-Live, and adjustable subwoofer crossover frequencies. 

Custom installers will be happy because there is an RS232 port
for home automation. Pioneer has the serial codes available in PDF
format on their Web site. This might seem like a small detail for some,
but this should address the CEDIA channel.

Usability

The front panel contains the basic transport controls, so you can
quickly start and stop a disc, as well as a movie or concert video
between chapters or songs. The remote is long, thin, and surprisingly
light. The buttons are not backlit but do glow in the dark. Unlike some
of the previous Pioneer remotes, the text is white on black, which
makes it easy to read. If you place your hand just right, you can
move your thumb between the navigation and transport buttons.
While perusing through the resolution options, sometimes it would
just choose a resolution. I could not tell if this was a menu timeout or
that the navigation buttons were overly sensitive.

Performance

Everyone has his or her own method of evaluating performance. I
am a personal fan of test patterns. They are designed to highlight the
small differences. After all, isn’t it the small differences that we strive
for in the high end? I recently produced my first Blu-ray Disc, the
Spears & Munsil High Definition Benchmark, Blu-ray Edition. It is the
primary tool that I use to evaluate a Blu-ray Disc player’s capability,
including the BDP-09FD.

I like to break the tests out into three categories—static test pat-
terns, deinterlacing, and scaling. I always start off with the static pat-
terns because they allow me to evaluate the core capability of the
player. The deinterlacing tests are content-dependent and depending

on what you watch, may not matter. The scaling tests
are display- and source-dependent.

Starting off with the core tests, I tested the play-
er’s ability to pass the full video dynamic range. I
evaluated the alignment of the luma and chroma
channels, and I always test for the chroma upsam-
pling error. I also tested the player’s ability to proper-
ly twist the color space of standard-definition (SD)
when outputting high-definition (HD) resolution in
YCbCr 4:2:2 and 4:4:4. I even looked for pixel crop-
ping on HD and SD sources. The BDP-09FD passed
all of the tests with flying colors.

The luma resolution was as good is gets, but the
chroma resolution has room for improvement. I use a
chroma multiburst and a chroma zone plate pattern to
evaluate chroma resolution. These tests allow you to evaluate the player’s
ability to resolve the finest amount of chroma detail. The BDP-09FD
resolves more chroma detail than the PS3®, but it is not as good as
the new offerings from Panasonic with their PHL chroma processing.

The BDP-09FD has 15 user-adjustable controls that affect the
video. For many, who like to tweak, you will be in video geek heaven.
The default controls reproduce what is on the disc with perfect accu-
racy, sans the loss of chroma detail. None of the controls, including
chroma level, helped improve the chroma detail.

Earlier I mentioned that the BDP-09FD includes the Marvell Qdeo
2710 video processor. There are a small number of companies in the
video-processing space. The short list includes STMicro (Faroudja),
Silicon Optix (HQV), Anchor Bay Technology (DVDO), Sigma Designs
(VXP), and Marvell (Qdeo). All of the technologies are similar. They all
support high-quality video processing of HD content, but there are
subtle differences between them.

In the auto resolution mode, a Blu-ray feature film will output 1080p24.
This is as good as it gets for Blu-ray, there is no deinterlacing involved.
Assuming high-speed HDMI is on, when you play 1080i60 content, the
player will output 1080p60 in auto mode. If high speed is disabled, the
player will output 1080i60 and will rely on the display to convert to 1080p60.

Assuming the BDP-09FD performs the conversion from 1080i60 to
1080p60, the Qdeo technology will be used. Qdeo offers both
motion-adaptive deinterlacing, as well as edge-adaptive deinterlac-
ing for native interlaced content. The edge-adaptive deinterlacing is

Outputs
Audio: 7.1-channel analog (1); coaxial digital (1); optical digital (1);
HDMI (2)
Video: HDMI with HDCP (2); BNC component video (1); composite
video (1); S-Video (1)
Internet: RJ45 (1)
Control: RS232 (1); Minijack (1)

General
Disc Types: BD, BD-R, BD-RE, DVD, DVD-R, DVD-R DL, DVD-RW,
DVD+R, DVD+RW, CD, CD-R, CD-RW, CD-ROM
Memory: 4 GB internal
HDMI: HDMI Specifications 1.3a (Dolby®TrueHD and DTS-HD® Bit-
stream Out, 48-Bit Deep Color Support, X.V.-Color)
Composite Video Amplitude: 1.0Vp-p (75 Ohm)
Component Video: Y: 1.0Vp-p (75 Ohm), Pb/Pr: 0.7Vp-p (75 Ohm)
Analog Audio Output: 8 channels; Output Level 200mVrms (1 kHz, -
10dB)
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 115 dB
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.0015 %
Dynamic Range: 103 dB
Power Consumption: 58 W
Dimensions (WHD In Inches): 16 9/16” x 5 11/16” x 14 6/16”
Weight (In Pounds): 31
MSRP: $2,200.00

Manufactured in Japan for: 
Pioneer Electronics (USA), Inc.
P.O. Box 1540
Long Beach, CA 90801-1540
800-421-1404
http://www.pioneerelectronics.com/PUSA/

SPECIFICATIONS
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what smoothes out the jaggies on diagonal lines, such as the waving
American flag demo that Faroudja used to show off DCDi. Their
edge-adaptive deinterlacing is on par with Faroudja and DVDO,
which puts it ahead of HQV and VXP. The latter two don’t perform as
well on the Ship clip found on my disc. There are intersecting hori-
zontal and vertical ropes in the ship’s mast, where you can appreci-
ate the subtle difference between the various processing algorithms.

For progressive sources that are on the disc as interlaced, the
Qdeo supports both 2-2 and 2-3 telecine pattern detection. It does
not handle any of the non-standard cadences, with the exception of
2-2-2-4. You will find the inverse telecine the most useful on SD
DVDs, but there are some HD Blu-ray’s that will benefit, like the first
season of CSI, as well as South Park Season 12. The Qdeo did well
across chapter stops on DVD. It also did not comb on my usual bad
edits. On the downside, it would drop to video for a moment on all
five of the difficult edits found on my disc. It is possible to not drop to
video on these particular edits, as demonstrated by DVDO and VXP.

Qdeo handles mixed content well. This is progressive content that
might have video or graphics overlaid on top. You may not find much
of this on Blu-ray, but there is a lot on DVD.

I tested downscaling of 1080p to 720p and 480p. I verified that no
pixels were cropped during the scaling. The image-cropping pattern,
which is what I use to look for cropped, also has additional tests for scal-
ing. It has a single-pixel checkerboard in the middle that you can use
for 1:1 mapping tests. When scaling from 1080p to 720p, I expect the
single-pixel checkerboard to become gray. Some scalers will produce
odd, fixed patterns—the Qdeo produced gray, as expected. Above
the single-pixel checkerboard is a 2D burst. It correctly turns to gray
when the 1080p is scaled to 480p. There is an additional 2D burst at
the bottom, but you would have to scale even lower to see it turn gray.

On the audio side, all advanced codecs can be decoded internal-
ly, as of firmware 2.42. The player initially shipped with 2.34, which

lacked DTS-HD Master Audio support. Given that I was short on time,
I was only able to verify that DTS-HD Master Audio decoded and was
sent over HDMI as PCM.

Aside from the visual performance, there is also the speed or
interaction with the player. I measured the layer change speed using
both the Microsoft DVD Test Annex, as well as AVIA Pro. Both pro-
duced similar results, the layer change took roughly two seconds.
This caused a noticeable pause in the video. This won’t affect Blu-
ray, since the format supports a seamless layer break.

I found the navigation to be a bit sluggish. From menu to menu
there was a slight hesitation before moving to the next. To be fair, I
compare everything against the PS3, which is the reference for speed.

Finally I measured the load time of a Blu-ray disc. I used the disc
Enchanted for this measurement. I measured the time from the tray
closing until you saw Johnny Depp in the scene from the Pirates pre-
view. The BDP-09FD took 45 seconds, while the PS3 took 30 sec-
onds. From there I counted how many times the chipmunk tapped its
head. There were 23 taps on the BDP-09FD and four taps on the PS3.

At anytime, during playback, you can press the display button
twice to bring up the bit rate meter. It shows the audio and video bit
rates separately.

Conclusion

The BDP-09FD is a leap forward for Pioneer in video quality. Not
only is it an excellent Blu-ray player, but it is their finest DVD player to
date. Its build quality is unmatched by anyone. It offers profile 2.0
support and has the ability to upgrade in the field, as demonstrated
by the 2.42 update, which added DTS-HD Master Audio, BD-Live,
and adjustable subwoofer-crossover-frequency support.

If you have not moved to HDMI yet, the audio and video analog
outputs on the player are probably the best on the market. WSR
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